Analyses of local dose distributions in the lungs for the determination of risk apportionment factors.
For radiation protection purposes, the relative contributions of bronchial (BB), bronchiolar (bb) and alveolar-interstitial (AI) doses to lung cancer risk are represented by their corresponding apportionment factors. The current assumption of equal apportionment factors can be tested by comparing different radon and thoron progeny exposures, which produce different regional dose distributions, with the pathologically observed regional cancer distributions: (1) radon progeny inhalation, (2) thoron progeny inhalation, (3) thoron and thoron progeny exhalation (Thorotrast patients) and (4) RP inhalation in rats, and cigarette smoke inhalation as smoking is the dominant cause of lung cancer. Comparison with the pathologically observed regional cancer distributions suggests (1) a smaller apportionment factor for the AI region as compared with BB and bb regions and (2) a higher value for the BB region relative to that for the bb region.